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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) for each District in Nebraska
is defined a bit differently as each area or region has different data sets and economic
hurdles. Those being population demographics, per capita income, and trade centers and
hubs.
The West Central Nebraska Development District, Inc. coverage area is located in the
southcentral and southwest Nebraska region. This region as a whole would be considered
rural, as out of 58 incorporated communities there are only two communities with populations
greater than 10,000 persons. After the 2010 census figures were released, only two counties
within our region (Arthur and McPherson) did not suffer from out-migration of population.
Their combined total of increased population was a meager 22 persons.
Inflated property valuations and assessed taxes in the agriculture arena, coupled with the
high cost of supplies, and low prices for commodities in the market has caused distressed
areas in the region. Those adversely affected are Villages already without key services.
Communities must be proactive in trying to find a means to continue to thrive on limited
budgets, with only entry-level jobs available, and sparse workforce housing.
The data tells the story on Nebraska’s landscape. The eastern border as an economic hub
has continual entrepreneurship flowing into the marketplace, business expansion and
recruitment is at its highest level, and population is moving eastward. For those of us in the
western plains, affordable broadband will continue to be an important economic piece to the
puzzle. Enabling those who want to leave the urban setting with the tools to ‘work from
home’. Broadband continues to be an important role in making that happen.
Communities in our region must run their towns like a business – looking towards the future
to budget for replacement and repairs to their essential systems – water and waste water.
Planning ahead and not waiting for an administrative order to place hundreds without of
water.
We will continue to be a champion of our region by partnering assets and participation with
communities and counties to provide available resources and problem solving. Meeting with
people ‘where they meet’ to increase awareness of community and economic development
and to champion opportunities and strengths in the region.
CJ Poltack
Executive Director
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CHAPTER 1:

BACKGROUND

History and Objectives
The West Central Nebraska Development District, Inc. (WCNDD) is one of eight
development districts in Nebraska which were established in 1974 to enhance the ability of
local governments, economic development areas and chambers of commerce to jointly plan,
address issues, and seize opportunities that transcend individual boundaries. We are an
independent quasi-governmental consulting group assisting local governments, businesses,
homeowners, landowners, healthcare providers and educational institutions in solving
problems, creating holistic solutions, and planning. Our District was formed in 1979 as a
voluntary association of local governments established under Nebraska State Statutes 13801 through 13-827, (Nebraska Interlocal Cooperation Act) and Nebraska State Statutes 131901 through 13-1907, (Development Districts).
The objectives of the West Central Nebraska Development District are:


To join together the local governments within the geographical area of Thomas, Logan,
Lincoln, McPherson, Hooker, Grant, Arthur, Keith, Perkins, Dawson, Hayes, Chase, Frontier,
Dundy, Hitchcock, Red Willow, Furnas and Gosper Counties as an economic development
district;





To promote economic development;
To qualify for federal, state, and local government programs;
To promote intergovernmental cooperation, through communication, planning, policy making,
coordination and technical assistance, strengthen local units of government; address issues
and needs which cross city, county and state boundaries;
To participate in identifying and prioritizing local and regional problems;
To advise local officials on trends in state and federal programs and the availability of state
and federal funding; to create joint service opportunities;
To provide technical, administrative and professional services;
To eliminate duplication and promote efficiency in local government.
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Strategy Committee Requirements
The CEDS Strategy Committee/Board of Directors is comprised of eight regional
representatives. At least 51% are elected officials and/or employees of a general-purpose
unit of state, local or Indian tribal government who have been appointed to represent the
government. There is at least 35% representation from the private sector with a senior
management official or executive holding a key decision-making position, with respect to
any for-profit enterprise and at least one executive director of a chamber of commerce, or
representatives of institutions of post-secondary education, workforce development groups
or labor groups.
Committee/Board Member:

Entity:

Jason Tuller, Chairman

City of Imperial

Doug Schultz, Vice-Chairman

City of Curtis

Bob Sestak, Secretary/Treasurer

Adams Bank & Trust

Kandra Kinne

City of Cambridge

Mary Pierce

Mid-Plains Community College

Michael Tuttle

Keith County Area Development and
Johnson, Bergmeier, Wolf, & Cipperley
CPA’s, PC

Mike Aldridge

City of Benkelman CRA

Richard Colson

Village of Paxton
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Population
Total population in the West Central Nebraska Development District was 103,402 in 2017,
which is a slight decrease (-2.81%) from 2010.
As seen in many rural counties, only three showed an increase in population and one of
those is minimal.

Difference in County Population 2010 vs. 2017

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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WCNDD Municipality’s Population and LMI

Source: HUD Exchange

Communities which may seek Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding are
limited to those that are over 51% Low and
Moderate Income (LMI) per U.S. Census data
or by a specific survey requirement that is
only good for a limited time. Communities that
do qualify typically are on the lower population
end and therefore are also limited in their
ability to meet other requirements such as
cash match or number of beneficiaries.

In Fiscal Year 2017, the largest categories of CDBG spending nationally were:









Public infrastructure (36.0%)
Housing (24.7%)
Administrative and planning (14.2%)
Public services (10.5%)
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Economic development (6.3%)
Acquisition (4.9%)
Other (4.0%)

Economy
From a perspective on assistance from a potential Economic Development Administration
(EDA) project receiving funding the possibilities are limited. Only five counties meet the Per
Capita Income (PCI) threshold, as they do not qualify in any other category. The
geographical location of those four counties and their primary industry (Sandhills ranching),
and lack of population makes it unlikely that they would have an eligible project.
Based on the Pre-application for Federal Assistance from the EDA, project funding is based
on unemployment or PCI compared to the national average.






If the 24-month unemployment rate is at least 225% of the national average or PCI is less than
50% then EDA eligibility is 80%.
If the 24-month unemployment rate is at least 180% of the national average or PCI is less than
60% then EDA eligibility is 70%.
If the 24-month unemployment rate is at least 150% of the national average or PCI is less than
65% then EDA eligibility is 60%.
If PCI is less than 80% then EDA eligibility is 50%. Four counties in the WCNDD region qualify
here.
If PCI is 80% or greater then not EDA eligible based on PCI.

WCNDD County Per Capita Income

Source: HUD Exchange
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WCNDD County Distress Thresholds

Sources: U.S. Bureaus of Census, Labor Statistics, and Economic Analysis; Calculations generated by StatsAmerica. October
2018

The selected area’s per capita value is divided by the U.S. per capita income and shown as a
percentage share of the U.S. figure. For example, if Chase County has a threshold
calculation of 108.1, this means its PCI is 8.1 percent higher than the national average.
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Household Income
From the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, the population of Nebraska in 2017 was
1,920,076. The population ranking was 37th in the nation, which is the same as the last
CEDS in 2014. However, the Per Capita Personal Income ranked 21st in the United States.
In 2016, Nebraska had a per capita personal income was $50,321 and was 99.9 percent of
the national average, $50,392.
On the whole Nebraska does well for their population size in comparison with the United
States and has had a higher growth rate. Sixteen of the eighteen counties in the WCNDD
are below the Median Household Income of $56,927 for Nebraska according to the
American Community Survey of 2016. This remains the same from the CEDS of 2014. The
Median Household Income for the United States in 2016 was $57,617.
WCNDD County Median Income & Poverty Rate
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Consumer Spending
You have seen the average income of a household in the WCNDD. Where does the money
go that person makes? The breakdown of spending is found in the following graph. Items
less than 4% are not depicted in the graph and include the following consumer spending
categories: apparel and services 3%, household services 3%, travel 3%, education 2%,
alcoholic beverages 1%, and life and other insurance 1%.
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Housing
Housing is the common discussion voiced by the communities in the WCNDD region.
Generally speaking, communities are concerned about the lack of affordable workforce
housing and rentals both in the single family and multi-family arena.
Occupied vs Vacant Units by County

Source: Factfinder – 2016 American Community Survey

When reviewing the numbers, over 16% of all housing structures are vacant with an
individual county high of 35%. Another concern is that 26% of all structures were built prior to
1939. Through a visual assessment within the WCNDD region, we can ascertain that there
are a large number of dilapidated and uninhabitable units. It would be safe to assume that
although according to statistics there are over 8,000 housing units vacant, a large portion of
those units are not feasibly economical to repair and become viable homes.
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Home Construction by County & Year

Source: Factfinder – 2016 American Community Survey

WCNDD, and other area housing agencies, continue to assist homeowners with owneroccupied housing rehabilitation. Over the past five years, approximately 93 homes within the
District have been brought up to required HUD standards of rehabilitation.
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Geography
The West Central Nebraska Development District, Inc. is located in the southwestern region
of the state of Nebraska. As mentioned, the coverage area consists of eighteen counties;
Grant, Hooker, Thomas, Arthur, McPherson, Logan, Keith, Perkins, Lincoln, Dawson,
Chase, Hayes, Frontier, Gosper, Dundy, Hitchcock, Red Willows and Furnas.
The coverage area is shown below in grey.

Nebraska is roughly rectangular, except in the northeast and the east where the border is
formed by the irregular course of the Missouri River and in the southwest where the state of
Colorado cuts out a squared corner. The land rises more or less gradually from 840 ft (256
m) in the east to 5,426 ft (1,654 m) in the west. The great but shallow Platte River, formed in
our District by the junction of the North Platte and the South Platte, flows across the state
from west to east to join the Missouri south of Omaha. The Platte and the Missouri, together
with their tributaries, give Nebraska all-important water sources that are essential to farming
in this agricultural state. Underground water sources are also widely used for irrigation. The
river valleys have long provided routes
westward, and today the transcontinental
railroads and highways follow the valleys.
To the west and northwest the Sandhills of
Nebraska fan out, their wind-eroded contours
now more or less are stabilized by grass
coverage. Cattle graze on the slopes and
tablelands, protected in the severe winters by
the sand bluffs and the valleys.
The climate in the western half, including the
WCNDD region, is a semi-arid climate. The
entire state experiences wide seasonal variations in both temperature and precipitation.
Average temperatures are fairly uniform across Nebraska, with hot summers and generally
cold winters. Average annual precipitation decreases east to west from about 31.5 inches
(800 mm) in the southeast corner of the state to about 13.8 inches (350 mm) in the
Panhandle. Humidity also decreases significantly from east to west. Snowfall across the
state is fairly even, with most of Nebraska receiving between 25 to 35 inches (640 to 890
mm) of snow each year.
14

Workforce Development

Source: Department of Labor

According to the Nebraska Department of Labor, the mid-2018 unemployment rate for
Nebraska is 2.8% as compared nationally to 3.7%. Within the WCNDD region the
unemployment rate is an average of 2.5% with 1,371 unemployed persons.
In the 2016 to 2026 Long-term Occupational Projections report compiled by NEworks, it is
estimated that an additional 2,358 jobs will be made available throughout all the trades in the
Nebraska Mid-Plains region. The largest growth in employment is projected within the
management, healthcare practitioner, transportation, and sales areas.
Currently, over 2,900 workers in the District work from home. This number has the potential
to grow as better broadband capabilities are integrated in our communities, providing faster
and more secure Internet service. Broadband is further discussed starting on page 27. Home
based business and at-home employment opportunities are increased with this advancement
of technology.
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Employers & Employees
Total Employees in the WCNDD* Region
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Source: 2012 Economic Census

There were a total of 9,259 companies or employers in the WCNDD region in 2012. The
above chart is skewed as the 5,894 farming, ranching, forestry and hunting and fishing
businesses are not included
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Employer Establishments in the WCNDD* Region
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Once again the chart is skewed as the number of employees working farming, ranching,
forestry, hunting, fishing and utility jobs were not available.
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Jobs by Worker Age

Jobs by Earnings

Jobs by Worker Educational Attainment
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Regional Clusters
INDUSTRY CLUSTER STRENGTHS
To succeed and grow in the global market, regions need to be competitive through a critical
mass of mutually supportive businesses and companies. Success is more attainable when a
region builds from its strengths and strives to be the best at those strengths. Clusters are
about recognizing a region’s economic strength and then building around that strength
through related businesses and policies to create a competitive advantage. The reasoning
from the private sector side is that focusing on the regional strengths will provide a better
opportunity for rising above the competition. The reasoning from the public side is that
investments in these strong and growing regional industries will create a better return of
investment and thus a better chance of increased prosperity.
What is a Cluster?
A cluster is just a group of related activities. The ‘Health Services’ cluster, for example,
includes: hospitals, home and residential care, medical laboratories, drug stores, etc. The
energy cluster includes oil and gas drilling, transport and logistics, metal and piping
manufacturing, wind turbine component engineering, etc. Building a critical mass of
businesses, services, workforce, and policy that are able to support the unique geographical
strengths can build a competitive edge in a region that is not easily duplicated in other parts
of the world.
Analysis
Analyzing the industry clusters in the WCNDD helps leaders identify where our greatest
potential lies. The analysis relies on comparing local employment and wages in particular
industry clusters to employment and wages in the nation. If the proportion people employed
in a certain industry compared to the region’s population is higher than the same proportion
at the national level, then it is concluded that the industry is a strength for the WCNDD. The
number that results from this location is called the Location Quotient (LQ) and the higher
above ‘1’ the stronger the regional industry is relative to the nation.
WCNDD Cluster Strengths
The industries listed in the image below were analyzed with the above equation and had an
LQ of greater than 1 and at least 20 employees, since low population and worker counts
could skew the strength of an industry relative to the nation. The industries listed were,
essentially, stronger than the national average, or stronger than what would be expected for
our region. However, industries with LQs of 1.25 or greater show a greater chance at being
a regional strength.
Information for this graph was pulled from the “Innovation in American Regions” website, a ‘StatsAmerica’ site.
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OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS
Occupation cluster analysis is another approach in regional development. In contrast to
industry clusters that focus on what businesses produce, occupation clusters focus on the
knowledge, skills and abilities of the individuals who work for those businesses. Occupation
cluster analysis offers insights into the talent base of the regional workforce that go beyond
the relatively simple measure of educational attainment (such as highest degree
earned). Occupation cluster analysis can help identify which clusters of occupations provide
the best opportunities for investment to build different types of skills, supporting existing or
emerging industry clusters, and which occupation clusters show a competitive skills
advantage in the region.

WCNDD Occupational Clusters
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Technology-Based Knowledge Clusters
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Education
Education opportunities go hand in hand with having a well-trained workforce. The West
Central Nebraska Development District region is home to numerous public and private
schools, as well as several post-secondary facilities. Schools serve as a major employer in
most communities, and help support many families that may be in an agricultural related field.
There are 97 schools in 38 school districts within the WCNDD region. 91 of these schools are
public and 6 are private/parochial. The total preschool through 12th grade enrollment for the
schools was 19,059 in 2017-2018. This maintains stable enrollment as the total number in
2012 was 19,320 students, and in 2009 it was 19,334 students.
Higher education in the WCNDD region is served mainly by Mid-Plains Community College,
with main campuses in North Platte and McCook. There are also extended campuses in
Ogallala and Imperial. Enrollment for 2018 was 2,143 students with 851 being full time and
1,292 being part time.
The Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture is located in Curtis and had a fulltime
enrollment of 275 students in 2018. That was up almost 8% from 2017, and the highest
enrollment since 1995. NCTA is nationally ranked as one of the best two-year colleges, and
Forbes Business Magazine placed it among the top 30 trade schools in the nation.
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Transportation
The vast majority of trips made in the District are by personal vehicles. According to the most
recent American Community Survey, 80 percent of Nebraska commuters drive alone to work.
That percentage drops slightly in our District.
Carpooling accounted for 10.5 percent and public transportation accounts for only a small
share of commuters in the District. Since most of the areas within the WCNDD are very
sparsely populated, generally there is limited or no public transportation between
communities. Individual community handi-bus systems operate during business hours and
usually not on the weekends. Two communities in the District, North Platte and McCook,
have available taxi service, which operates with increased hours of service.

Modes of Transportation

Source: StatsAmerica

The Trailways Bus System runs along the 1-80 corridor making two stops per day. There
are only three stops on the route within our area; those being Lexington, North Platte, and
Ogallala. There is no rail service offered within the District, other than Amtrak, which stops
only in McCook.
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Many of the communities and counties in the WCNDD have local transit choices as seen in
the following graphic.
Local Area Transportation
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The Nebraska Department of Roads and County Commissioners are responsible for
Federal, State and county roads. Funding is from the Federal Highway Administration,
State, and county local funds. The following map shows Federal and State Highway
Systems in the region.
Highways
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WCNDD Area Airports

Dev Estimate is the 5-year estimate of airport improvements that are eligible for Federal
Estimate Development Grants under the Federal Airport Improvement Program.
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Utilities
Types of Broadband

Source: Nebraska Broadband Mapping Project

WIRED COVERAGE






97.0%
22.3%
78.9%
92.6%
93.7%

of Nebraskans have access to wireline service.
of Nebraskans have access to fiber-optic service.
of Nebraskans have access to cable service.
of Nebraskans have access to DSL service.
of Nebraskans have access to fixed wireless service.

Source:broadbandnow.com/Nebraska
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Broadband > 25 Mbps DL

Source: Nebraska Broadband Mapping Project

BROADBAND SPEEDS





86.8%
78.5%
18.7%
29.2

of Nebraskans have access to wired broadband 25mbps or faster.
of Nebraskans have access to broadband 100mbps or faster.
of Nebraskans have access to 1 gigabit broadband.
Mbps average statewide speed.

WIRELESS COVERAGE


100.0% of Nebraskans have access to mobile broadband service.

Source:broadbandnow.com/Nebraska
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The Nebraska Broadband Initiative divided the state into regions to work on the lack of
broadband issue. The WCNDD is encompassed by two regions:
New Frontier Region (Grant, Hooker, Thomas, Arthur, McPherson, Logan, Keith, Perkins, Lincoln and Dawson.)
Being a vibrant region, ensuring availability of quality affordable broadband service for all
residents, and promoting broadband adoption to attract and retain rural youth and working
age adults is a vision of the New Frontier planning team. The following priorities and activities
were established:







Educate and engage people on the value of broadband. Hold annual technology fairs to build
awareness and promote other educational opportunities.
Increase availability of affordable broadband to all communities, including those outside of a
city limits. Work with providers, government and regional leadership to increase coverage for
areas that are underserved or communities that are not satisfied with their current broadband.
Work with telecommunications providers and other key stakeholders to ensure that
redundancy and reliability are available to health care providers. Promote importance of highspeed Internet to rural hospitals to attract new physicians, connect with specialists and utilize
telehealth services.
Explore how businesses and non-profits can better utilize broadband technology. Connect
businesses with resources to better understand how broadband technology can strengthen
their business.
Provide education to farmers, ranchers and agriculture businesses to enhance their bottom
Line. Provide education about precision agriculture and how using advanced equipment and
monitoring systems, facilitated by broadband access, can increase crop yields and/or save
resources.

Southwest Region (Chase, Dundy, Hayes, Hitchcock, Frontier, Red Willow, Gosper and Furnas)
Increasing the understanding and recognizing the importance of the benefits of affordable
broadband use for businesses and the residents is the focus of the Southwest regional
planning team. Three priority areas and initial actions to increase the knowledge and use of
broadband technology were identified:




Digital Literacy and Adoption-Collaborate with libraries and others to provide individual and
small group training on the use of broadband; promote awareness and adoption through the
news media, including papers and newsletters.
Economic Development-Increase the number of business, including agribusinesses and
agricultural producers that utilize affordable broadband technology. Efforts will include working
with the Chamber of Commerce and providing educational opportunities.
Local Government- Identify options to expand the usage of affordable broadband technology
including training. (broadband.nebraska.gov: Regional Priorities presented to Public Service Commission, July 9, 2013)

WCNDD will assist in coordinating efforts with public and private entities to ensure the
desired affordable broadband growth. Opportunities such as the Rural Broadband Access
Loan and Loan Guarantee program, as provided by USDA Rural Development, are available
for the construction and improvement of affordable broadband services.
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Energy Sources
Power Plants
There is one coal fired power plant in the WCNDD region. The Gerald Gentleman Station is
Nebraska's largest electricity generating plant, with the capability to generate 1,362.6 MW of
power. This power plant is located south of Sutherland. Several communities in the WCNDD
utilize natural gas fired power plants to supplement their power needs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Oxford
Beaver City
Canady Station (Lexington)
Curtis

3.4 MW Capability
2 MW Capability
108.8 MW Capability
3.4 MW Capability

There are two petroleum fired power plants in the WCNDD region.
1. McCook
2. Cambridge

56.7 MW Capability
4 MW Capability

There are also a limited number of solar power stations in the WCNDD region, with many
more in the planning stages. Municipal solar is a way to attract new business and investment
into communities and can be used as an economic development tool.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lexington
Gothenburg
Willow Island (Dawson County)
Venango

3.6 MW Capability
499 KW Capability
300 KW Capability
96 KW Capability

Source: Nebraska Power Association

There are several hydroelectric power plants in the WCNDD.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kingsley
North Platte (2)
Johnson II
Johnson I (2)
Jeffrey (2)

50 MW Capability
26.2 MW Capability
22.5 MW Capability
21.6 MW Capability
21 MW Capability

Ethanol Plants
Just one Nebraska ethanol plant in 1985 has grown to 27 ethanol plants today. Spread
throughout much of the state, these plants have a capacity of more than 2.5 billion gallons –
making Nebraska the No. 2 ethanol-producing state in the country. Because of our rural
setting, the WCNDD is a prime location for ethanol plants, of which we have 5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chief Ethanol Fuels
Mid America Agri Product
Nebraska Corn Processing, LLC
Trenton Agri Products
Midwest Renewable Energy

Source: Nebraska Energy Office
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Lexington
Madrid
Cambridge
Trenton
Sutherland

50 million gallons a year
46 million gallons a year
44 million gallons a year
40 million gallons a year
28 million gallons a year

Pipelines
There are also numerous crude oil, petroleum and natural gas pipelines that are located
under and through the WCNDD region.
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Natural Resources
As a part of the Great Plains, Nebraska lies in the Midwestern United States. The state is
one of the major ranching and farming centers in the country. In the 1860s, the government
opened up the Nebraska territory and encouraged settlement of the area by offering free
land grants to homesteaders. After the Civil War, Nebraska became a state. The state is
rich in natural resources that have made agriculture an important component of the
Nebraska economy.
Land and Vegetation
West Central Nebraska contains fertile soil for agriculture and mixed/shortgrass prairie for
grazing. Deposits of nutrient-rich loess soil lie under most of the state's topsoil, which aids
crops in surviving the meager rainfall that falls in the WCNDD. Corn, soybeans and wheat,
which are some of Nebraska's major cash crops, thrive in this soil.
Farmers utilize intense conservation methods such as crop rotation to protect this fertile
cropland. Scattered forest groves provide windbreaks that help prevent soil erosion. A
portion of the Great Plains extends into the western half of the state, providing a vast
amount of grazing land for cattle.
Minerals
Nebraska possesses few mineral resources. Sand and gravel pits, which are found along the
Platte and Republican rivers, provide important commercial mineral reserves. These
minerals are used for making concrete and surfacing roads. However, Nebraska also ships
sand and gravel to neighboring states. Limestone quarries are located along the Missouri
River in southeastern Nebraska. They produce stone used for roadbeds, the manufacture of
cement, river improvement work and building purposes. The eastern part of the state
contains outcroppings of clay suitable for use in manufacturing pottery, tile and brick. Small
deposits of petroleum and natural gas have been found in the western part of the state.
Water
Rivers, lakes and groundwater provide major water sources in the state. The Platte River is
Nebraska's principal waterway. It is too shallow for navigation; however, Nebraskans use it
for recreation, hydroelectric power and irrigation. They also built dams to control the flow of
rivers and provide water for irrigation and livestock. The state's large supply of underground
water, found in the Ogallala Aquifer, led to the construction of many wells, which aid
irrigation of crops. The numerous lakes dotting the state's countryside are small and shallow.
People use them mainly for recreation purposes.
Historical Resources
All projects that utilize state and/or federal funding are required to undertake an
environmental review to ensure compliance of a project relative to the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and its related laws. As such, the State Historical
Preservation Office (SHPO) is contacted prior to the beginning of construction.
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Environment
Land Use and Water
The land use of the WCNDD region outside of any urban areas is used primarily for
agriculture and grazing. The northern most part of the District has some farming and crop
production, but a large portion of the area is pastureland for gazing. The central area along
the Platte River has fertile ground and irrigation supply canals that were built decades ago to
help boast lively crop production. The southern portion of the District is again a combination
of pastureland and crop production.
Nebraska’s farms and ranches utilize 45.2 million acres – 91% of the state’s total land area.
The Nebraska Department of Agriculture reports that our ten leading commodities (in order of
importance) are cattle and calves, corn, soybeans, hogs, dairy products, wheat, hay, chicken
eggs, dry beans, and sorghum. Every dollar in agricultural exports generates $1.28 in
economic activities. In 2016 there were a total of 47,470 farms and ranches, down from
49,969 in 2012. The average size of these farms and ranches was 954 acres, up from 907
acres in 2012. Sources: USDA NASS, Lincoln, NE, USDA ERS, Nebraska Department of Agriculture
Nebraska is fortunate to have aquifers below it. If poured over the surface of the state, the
water in those aquifers would have a depth of 37.9 feet (11.6 meters). The state has 96,547
registered, active irrigation wells supplying water to over 8.3 million acres of harvested
cropland and pasture. Of the total cropland harvested during 2012, 44% was irrigated. In
order to support the over 47,500 farms and ranches, the District is situated over the Ogallala
Aquifer, one of the world's largest aquifers, and is a vast underground lake. However, in a
four-year study done by Kansas State University, researchers state that the life of the
Ogallala Aquifer could be extended several decades, but only if water usage is reduced.
Concerns of the depletion of the aquifer have caused some counties to place a moratorium
on drilling irrigation wells. The absence of the aquifer will have the potential to turn productive
farm ground into semi-arid ground. This prediction is not in our immediate future; however,
the change in the environment will cause a drastic change in the future economy of the
District.
Natural Resource Districts
There are several Natural Resource Districts across Nebraska to coordinate efforts to
conserve, sustain, and improve our natural resources and environment. The Upper Loup,
Central Platte, Twin Platte, Upper Republican, and Middle Republican NRD's (Natural
Resource Districts), work collectively in the District with groundwater management, tree
conservations programs, grasslands and wildlife programs, and flood controls.
Air Quality
Nebraska regulations for air quality are derived from the Clean Air Act and the Nebraska
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). The air quality regulations are found in Title 129 of the
Nebraska Administrative Code. The air quality overall in Nebraska is considered satisfactory
and air pollution poses little or no risk.
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Wildlife Species
Nebraska is blessed with abundant, diverse wildlife and habitat. Nebraska is a biological
crossroads of North America where prairie meets ponderosa pine forests, where wetlands
speckle the landscape and over 23,000 miles of rivers and streams ribbon through the
landscape. The vast grasslands of the Sandhills stretches the imagination to pioneer days
while the pine ridge escarpments tower over the landscape. Nebraska is the place where
plant and wildlife communities of different regions meet, giving the state a rich diversity of
wildlife viewing opportunities.
The Nebraska Game and Parks website (https://outdoornebraska.gov/) provides a variety of
information on common wildlife you will encounter while exploring Nebraska’s wildlife areas,
parks or just driving down a rural road.
Prime and Unique Farmlands
The Farmland Protection Policy Act (FPPA) was passed by Congress as part of the
Agriculture and Food Act of 1981 (Public law 97-98). The FPPA is intended to minimize the
impact Federal programs have on the unnecessary and irreversible conversion of farmland to
nonagricultural uses. For the purpose of FPPA, farmland includes prime farmland, unique
farmland, and land of statewide or local importance.
Prime farmland is land that has the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics
for producing food, feed, fiber, forage, oilseed, and other agricultural crops with minimum
inputs of fuel, fertilizer, pesticides, and labor, and without intolerable soil erosion, as
determined by the Secretary of Agriculture. It may include lands currently used to produce
livestock and/or timber.
Unique farmland is land other than prime farmland that is used for production of specific highvalue food and fiber crops, as determined by the Secretary. Examples of such crops include
citrus, tree nuts, olives, cranberries, fruits, and vegetables.
Farmland that is of statewide or local importance other than prime or unique farmland is used
for the production of food, feed, fiber, forage, or oilseed crops, as determined by the
appropriate State or unit of local government agency or agencies, with the approval of the
Secretary of Agriculture.
Environmental Justice
All projects that utilize state and/or federal funding are required to undertake an
environmental review to ensure compliance of a project relative to the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and its related laws. As such, each project will be
evaluated as it relates to the fair treatment of all people regardless of race, color, national
origin, or income. Environmental Justice data and information can be accessed at the
following website: www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/
Floodplains
Flooding continues to be the main source of property and monetary losses from natural
disasters. A significant amount of the WCNDD area is located in a 100-Year Floodplain,
which has affected the ability of communities to grow. Currently, 14 of WCNDD’s 18 counties
are mapped (Arthur, Chase, Dawson, Dundy, Frontier, Furnas, Gosper, Hayes, Hitchcock,
Keith, Lincoln, Perkins, Red Willow, and Thomas).
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CHAPTER 2:
REGIONAL STRENGTHS,
WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND
THREATS.
In updating the CEDS plan, the modified analysis centered on the region as a whole, rather
than breaking it up into different sub-regions. It was apparent through surveys that the core
issues are the same across the region. Each participating community stakeholder was
asked to define what their top priority Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
were. This should allow the communities to focus on their key objectives that they want to
accomplish. There is also a realization that communities and their leaders have the ability to
create the changes they desire more from within rather than expecting that someone from
the outside will be able to do it for them. Since weaknesses of an area are usually the major
conditions which need to be addressed, we will concentrate on them.
We are a rural District, which the Index of Relative Rurality shows. The majority of the
WCNDD falls in the “Most Rural” category.

How Rural Are We?

The overwhelming STRENGTH identified in the survey is Quality of Life. This is followed
by Living in an Agricultural Economy, Strong Work Ethic, Good Education
System/Trade Skills, Low Unemployment Rate, Clean Air, Safety and Security, and
Community Involvement.
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The main WEAKNESS identified for the WCNDD
area is Housing Availability/Affordability,
whether it is for purchase or as a rental. The need
for affordable housing is the constant thread in all
communities within the region. Almost half the
52,000 homes in the region were built prior to
1960 and without proper repair and maintenance
throughout the past 50 years, are showing severe
decline.

Owner occupied rehab programs are offered
throughout the region to income qualified
households, but these are restricted funds, which
limit the number of homes rehabilitated. With
budget cuts across the board for housing
programs, it is difficult for smaller communities to
be able to build affordable housing rental projects.
New construction is on the decline in small
communities, as the cost of a new home is
prohibitive to persons who are earning below the
threshold requirement for market rate mortgages.
The next biggest concern is a Lack of a Quality Workforce. In a January 2017 survey by
the Associated General Contractors of America, 73% of businesses had a difficult time
finding qualified workers and 55 percent identified worker shortages as a bigger concern that
federal regulations (41 percent) and low infrastructure investment (18 percent). Economists
studying the problem feel things may only worsen unless certain changes occur immediately.
According to Global Risk Insights, there are key reasons for this severe lack of skilled
workers. First, older workers are retiring in large numbers and there are fewer younger
workers to replace them. These older workers have the experience, knowledge, and skills
that they acquired over decades. But with fewer qualified young people to hire, employers
are having problems finding replacements. Another key problem is that, while many
businesses are crying out for a highly skilled workforce, they are either reluctant to pay for or
are cutting back on training expenditures. Many firms want skilled workers with the exact
qualifications they require but will not pay for the training. Employee training is necessary for
any company that wants to improve the quality of worker knowledge and skills and help the
company remain competitive. This lack of investment in employee development will hurt firms
in both the long and short-term. Additionally, there is the situation where more young people
are going to college rather than into technical training programs. While a college educated
workforce is a vital component to the American economy, the problem is that this has
diverted individuals who could still earn a fairly good salary with excellent benefits and have
opportunities for employment.
Third and fourth on the list of the highest-ranking problems are Population Decline and
Youth Retention, which go hand in hand. With the loss of population, it creates a trickledown effect that sometimes turns into a flood of problems, which includes the lack of a quality
workforce. Generally, it is the younger generation that is moving, therefore making the
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average age of the population increase. An example of this might be seen in the survey sent
out by WCNDD. The average age of the respondents was 52 years with no respondents
under 30 years. A community with a higher proportion of older inhabitants may be less
attractive to businesses, which may additionally have difficulty finding suitable staff locally.
Other effects of population decline include, fewer schools, due to there being fewer children;
a drop in house prices because more homes are unoccupied; fewer new homes being built;
less demand for rented accommodation; fewer care facilities; less turnover for shopkeepers
and businesses; fewer people going to the theatre, cinema or concerts, so these facilities are
eventually cut back; fewer people travelling by public transport, which thus costlier to run;
local residents have to travel further to reach the facilities they want.
According to Pamela Schallhorn from the University of Illinois, there are five strategies that
should be used to attract and retain youth in rural communities. These are: The need for
improved high-speed internet service; investment in “youth priorities” and make communities
more attractive to young people; a community, supportive of its small businesses, that strives
to have an entrepreneurial culture and builds economic opportunities though
entrepreneurship; actively engage and consult your youth in your community development
planning process; and market your community to young people if they are to be your target
market.
Business Development ranked fifth in the survey with many residents acknowledging the
outmigration of the populations within their communities being a big issue. The year 2015
saw an outmigration of 3.4% in the WCNDD Region as a whole. Not only was it recognized
that 'new' businesses were needed, there was no mention of 'business transition', which is
even more of an integral part of the business development within a community. Many
businesses continue closing as the older generation is retiring with no plan in place to take
over an existing business. It could be determined that the total FTE's per business only
averaged one or two persons.
Many communities define business development as a manufacturing plant bringing in 100
new employees to their community, rather than those micro business owners that may only
host one or two employees but will have longevity for a long period of time. Communities are
learning to focus on business development that grows their existing employers. Some have
taken to the 10/80/10 idea that 10% is focused on entrepreneurship, 80% on economic
gardening of existing businesses and 10% on recruiting new businesses. Even in the
recruiting arena, communities are more focused on realistic goals. Instead of responding to
request for proposals for a 100-person employer they are looking at what they can provide
and respond to the 10-person business proposal instead. This leads to the idea that they
have a better chance at landing that type of employer that better fits their resources. It
comes down to what is the best plan to allocate their limited resources to be successful in
their return on community.
Public Facilities were the sixth basic concern identified through the surveys; public facilities
being defined as water/sewer, street improvements, infrastructure, fire barns, emergency
shelters and community centers. Almost all of the communities identified their need for
streets, sidewalks, as well as curb and gutter. The opportunity for many communities to
participate in an infrastructure project can be balanced with funding through the WWAC
(Water Waste Water Advisory Committee), which is a resource partnership between the
USDA Rural Development, Nebraska Health and Human Services (NHHS), the Nebraska
Department of Economic Development (NDED), and the Nebraska Department of
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Environmental Quality (NDEQ). This is a loan and grant opportunity that is offered to
communities that are low-moderate income (LMI) communities that have been identified LMI
by the HUD Exchange and those that are not. The Nebraska Health and Human Services
Revolving Loan Fund can also be utilized to obtain lower cost loans for repairs and
replacement as well. The priority-ranking list published by NHHS and DEQ will also offer
additional relief to those communities who rank high on the list but do not have the test of
credit in order to pay for all of the project costs themselves. The water/waste water and
street projects utilizing NDED funding all require match funding provided by the community.
All that utilize USDA funding will require that the municipality become a metered system,
thus adding an additional economic hardship to the residents of those communities affected.
Other weaknesses that were identified were Inadequate Healthcare, Government
Interference, Lack of Progressive Growth, and Lack of High Paying Jobs.
The top regional OPPORTUNITY was Business Retention/Business Transition. Others
include: Housing Rehabilitation, Availability of Trade Schools/Technical Agriculture
Education, Remote Employment, Public Infrastructure Improvements, T1 and Fiber
makes our area prime for city folks to work from home, and Workforce Development.
The main THREAT identified was also mentioned as a big weakness,
Population/Workforce Decline. Government Regulations/Taxes, Lack of a Unified
Vision for the Area, Poor Government Leadership, Substance Abuse, Lack of a Desire
to Develop Tourism, and Access to Affordable Capital to Invest in the Area also were
given as threats.
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CHAPTER 3:
CEDS VISION, GOALS,
OBJECTIVES, AND PERFORMANCE
MEASURES
What is a CEDS? In Nebraska we know football and a football team needs a playbook.
Everyone on the team needs to know what the other player is doing in order for the offense
to score. A Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) is a region's playbook
for engaging in a collaborative, region wide transformation of the economy in order to raise
productivity, create wealth, and increase prosperity for residents. We don't want to be
successful only when we are lucky. Sustained success comes from a good plan and a well
thought out playbook. Success requires facing tough decisions and changing our approach
to the game at hand.
High School sports have a high value in our rural region. It has a historical culture of
competiveness. Unfortunately, it has caused a lack of collaboration between communities.
As a result of declining population some schools were forced to consolidate and
disagreements arose on what would be the school name, mascot and what the logo would
look like on the gym floor. Failure to address the collaborative disconnect will result in many
of our high school graduates continue to seek economic opportunities elsewhere and leave.
In the past, promotion of quality of place seemed to be the resounding theme to attract new
talent, retired or semi-retired households and businesses. Those types of conditions alone
are not sufficient for long-term sustainable growth and regional prosperity. It requires steady
growth in the region's tax base with good paying wages and a labor force with increased skill
sets. There is an increasing demand for highly skilled workers across all industry sectors.
Wages are a function of skills, productivity, and supply and demand as well as the structural
make-up of the regional economy.
What constitutes economic development and growths are not universally shared. In some
venues there is even a lack of understanding in the difference between community
development and business development. The goal is economic transformation.
Using comprehensive data from the region, WCNDD has identified three core goals and
seven objectives that will help us reach those goals. Under each objective are a series of
action plans intended to directly incorporate the region's challenges and opportunities
provide a means for improving the region's economy. These goals, objectives, and actions
are the metrics by which WCNDD will measure the performance of the overall plan to
improve the region. The plan will be reviewed and updated at least annually.
It is important to measure the success of the CEDS by evaluating and monitoring the
results of scope of work across the region. Other economic development opportunities
should be measured as a collaborative effort within the communities as well. Timelines for
completion are ongoing as the response of a community is beyond the control of the
development district. Status reports to the WCNDD Governing Board are provided on a
monthly basis to monitor progress in all areas. This allows CEDS to become an active part
of each board meeting.
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Vision Statement:
To assist ALL of our District’s Municipal and County
Governments in Community and Economic Development
Activities.
GOALS:
Goal 1: Work Not Only Locally and Regionally, But
Statewide and Nationally
Objective 1.1 Continue collaborations with local, regional, state and national entities
Action Plan 1—Update list of all economic development organizations and
contacts
Action Plan 2—Update list of all district chamber of commerce and contacts
Action Plan 3—Contact all district entities identified to provide introduction
Action Plan 4—Maintain the WCNDD website and Facebook page
Action Plan 5—Partner with district leadership programs to expand leadership
opportunities in the region
Performance Measures






Identify all economic development organizations in the region and
create/update a contact list.
Update the list of all community chambers of commerce.
Maintain and update the Facebook and WCNDD Website.
Schedule and attend meet and greets throughout the region.
Track number of Leadership Classes assisted and number of participants.

Goal 2: Community Development
Objective 2.1 Provide crucial distinguishable resources for members
Action Plan 1—Partner with communities to boost community appearance, and
activities that enhance the quality of life for citizens.
Action Plan 2—Market quality of life amenities in the region to families,
workforce, and visitors.
Action Plan 3—Create/Assist Community Redevelopment Authority (CRA)
Programs
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Objective 2.2 Provide technical planning assistance in community development and
infrastructure activities.
Action Plan 1—Partner with entities to develop public works infrastructure
enhancements for these entities. Identify federal, state, local and private
resources for those enhancements.
Action Plan 2—Partner with entities to expand affordable high speed broadband
service throughout the region.
Action Plan 3—Assist entities in bolstering private funding resources through
local investment clubs or community foundations that enhance community
development activities.
Action Plan 4—Assist entities in developing need assessments, attitude
surveys, and strategic plans, their implementation and their evaluation.
Action Plan 5—Assist entities in the development of long-range plans, including
comprehensive planning and zoning, housing needs assessments, blight
studies and redevelopment plans.
Action Plan 6---Share Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Program options.

Objective 2.3 Assist communities in providing safe, affordable, quality housing in West
Central Nebraska.
Action Plan 1—Assist members in identifying the housing needs in their
community through housing studies and surveys.
Action Plan 2—Assist communities in the rehabilitation of existing housing, and
provide home buyer and home owner education.
Action Plan 3—Identify federal, state, local, and private resources to fund
community housing programs.
Performance Measures














Track the number of new programs and activities developed by communities
and the number of communities involved in nuisance code enforcement.
Track the number of social media and news releases distributed.
Track the number of CRAs created or assisted.
Track new housing.
Track the number of entities improving infrastructure. Dollar amount invested in
infrastructure improvements.
Amount of increased affordable bandwidth available to all persons in the
region.
Track the number of community assessments, surveys, comprehensive
planning and zoning, housing needs assessments, blight studies,
redevelopment plans or strategic plans have been developed.
Track how many entities implement or have an electronic data collection
system for utilities like Geographic Information System (GIS)?
Utilize the Geographic Information System to provide mapping and spatialanalysis services to entities within the District.
Track the number of entities assisted with housing development activities.
Track the amount of housing Owner Occupied Rehabilitation provided.
Track the number of housing studies and surveys conducted.
Track the number of entities that have adopted LB840 or local option sales tax.
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Goal 3: Business Development/Workforce Development
Objective 3.1 Enhance the economic resilience of the region.
Action Plan 1—Partner with counties, communities and area emergency
managers to play a role in disaster recovery activities.
Action Plan 2---Increase job diversity. Work toward jobs outside of the ag
industry.
Objective 3.2 Develop entrepreneurial support systems throughout the region where
business owners and aspiring entrepreneurs can seek assistance in developing and
growing their business.
Action Plan 1—Deliver business training throughout the region.
Action Plan 2—Promote other entrepreneurial and business trainings being
offered by other entities.
Action Plan 3—Promote chambers of commerce in the region as a source for a
directory of existing business connections.
Objective 3.3 Expand the diversity of businesses in the West Central Nebraska region
to meet and enhance services to citizens.
Action Plan 1—Assist communities and counties in expanding agriculturerelated businesses in the area that enhance agriculture diversification.
Action Plan 2—Partner with manufacturers in the region to identify barriers to
growth and expansion.
Performance Measures







Track the number of county and community Local Emergency Operation Plans
which include WCNDD as a Disaster Recovery partner.
Track the number of meetings or events involving Disaster Planning.
Track the number of Chambers of Commerce that are assisted with surveys of
business needs, using the WCNDD Survey Monkey account.
Track the number of participants in other business trainings and the number of
marketing pieces delivered to promote training.
Track the number of new or expanded ag-related businesses.
Track the number of meetings held with manufacturers, and number of
participants to identify barriers and develop solutions.

EDA Requirements
WCNDD will also include number of jobs created after implementation of the CEDS, number
and types of investments undertaken in the region related to EDA, number of jobs retained in
the region, amount of private sector investment in the region after implementation of the
CEDS as it relates to EDA and changes in the economic environment of the region.
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CHAPTER 4:
COMMUNITY AND
PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT
WCNDD will continue to enlist the help of community partners throughout the Region.
Officials of municipalities, lenders, other resource providers, and local economic
development groups will be identified and invited to work together as a coalition, which
would provide assistance in the event of future development in their community. This will be
accomplished through a series of meetings within the region.
WCNDD personnel have participated in strategic planning sessions with Educational Service
Units, hospitals, local economic development agencies and communities. We have also
hosted office space for state workforce development personnel.
Through collaboration with local Chambers of Commerce, private sector businesses will
identify workforce development skills that are required to enhance wage increases. Mid
Plains Community College will be utilized to provide specific training if required for those
private sector employers.
Communities will implement the required tools to enhance their ability to complete
improvements to infrastructure and community clean up. Communities will lay the
groundwork for in-fill lot clearing that will allow private development of those properties as
the market allows. The Community provides the community development aspect so that the
private sector can make the economic development investment.
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CHAPTER 5:
STRATEGIC PROJECTS,
PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
In order to fulfill the CEDS objective, WCNDD will continue to meet with business owners
and city officials to gather critical community information. The community information
gathered will be used to assess their needs and concerns to include regional collaboration,
business development, workforce development, housing, revitalization, and improved public
infrastructure.
Local officials will be informed regarding funding possibilities through the Economic
Development Administration, USDA Rural Development, Nebraska Department of Economic
Development, Health and Human Services Revolving Loan Fund, NIFA, WCNDD's
entrepreneurial technical assistance, and other private foundations for community
development projects.
As a result of the information gathered, a report will be compiled for use as a business
resource document to be utilized by WCNDD, to promote business development within the
region as well as be provided to Mid Plains Community College to stimulate interest in the
business development class for business expansion and transition within the region.
Job retention and business succession transition through work with accounting firms will be a
project to help determine the number of jobs retained or created.
Professional staff of WCNDD will attend appropriate economic development conferences and
other applicable regional meetings; visit with congressmen and legislators and their
representatives about funding possibilities for communities in our region.
This is a vital program and key to building a community foundation for renewal and growth.
WCNDD will continue to update and administer a Nuisance Abatement Program that has
been made available to the communities of the region for the purposes of community
cleanup, as well as the other Development Districts in the state. The program that was
started by WCNDD has now been implemented in 30 communities in the state. A community
in Kansas has also used the framework created by WCNDD to create their own program.
The program will identify unsafe and unsanitary properties that may require demolition and
thus freeing up sites for future business development or housing lots within the
municipalities.
WCNDD will continue to develop the strategic planning processes in communities that have
not participated previously. We believe this is a first step in determining the needs of the
community and also identify future community or economic development projects to match
up with possible funding resources.
These vital activities and programs will address the region's greatest need for business
development and also to define opportunity for future investment within the region as well as
benchmark the outcomes for future project based strategic plans.
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CHAPTER 6:
2019 CEDS SURVEY AND
PLAN OF ACTION
To assist in the updating of the 2014 CEDS, West Central Nebraska Development District,
Inc. created a survey using Survey Monkey. The initial survey was emailed and posted on
Facebook on November 28th. From that date through December 31st, WCNDD solicited
survey responses. Reminder emails were sent out on December 12th and 20th.
A total of 44 responses were received from the open survey link on the WCNDD Facebook
page and 162 email invitations. Of the email invitations, 66 were actually opened with 36
responses for a rate of 54%. The response rate for the total emails sent is 22%. 8 responses
were received from the Facebook page link.
The results showed that 13 of the 18 counties served by WCNDD had a response sent from
a county resident.
Reasons given as to why the respondent has chosen to live in the WCNDD Regions is
proximity to family and friends, the size of the towns, affordability of living in the region, and
low crimes rates. The overwhelming majority (84%) of the respondents have lived in the
region for over ten years. Also, a large majority of the respondents (79%) live in the
community that they work in. Another 14% commute less than 25 miles.
Further results show that 54% responded that their community actively utilizes the service
provided by WCNDD, 25% have heard of WCNDD, but did not think their community utilized
their services, and 18% were unsure of the services that are provided by WCNDD.
Regional Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats are discussed in Chapter 2.
In regards to regional business health, nearly 90% of the respondents shared that at least
one new business had opened in their town in the past year. 68% stated that at least one
business had closed in their town in the past year, although 23% shared that no businesses
closed in their town. About 75% of those surveyed shared that they do have vacant
businesses in their towns. 77% of those responding mentioned that their community/county
has an Economic Development Plan.
Most towns in the region are small in population and therefore most of those surveyed had
to look elsewhere for goods and services. Appliances, clothing, entertainment, automobiles,
and household needs were the most mentioned.
In looking into their crystal ball, there were numerous responses as to where people saw the
West Central Nebraska region’s economy in 10-15 years. Most felt that the economy will
remained stable, or grow. But many shared that this depends on agriculture and the ability to
diversify businesses. Many other felt it will decline, or continue to decline, based on
agricultural issues as well.
Municipal governments must be an active participant in marketing their community and
knowing what they can or cannot bring to the table to negotiate business development.
Throughout every community, business owners will be interviewed by local Chambers of
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Commerce, with assistance as requested, as to their needs for the future as well as their
retirement plans for business transition. Economic development and opportunities are
identified through Business Retention and Expansion (BR&E) surveys. In this way we
promote growth through identification of work force requirements of the private sector and
then maximize Nebraska's workforce strategy, as well as helping job retention.
Business succession planning is essential for our region and has had a hit and miss
success. Accounting firms have been identified as key advisors to those businesses in how
to properly structure an exit strategy.
This is a change in strategy as the goal for the business in the past was to reduce the tax
burden and the shift is to maximize the value and sale price of the business. Only trusted
advisors can provide this to the key business owners. It is our goal to assist those trusted
accounting advisors with the information necessary to assist in a transition of a business
succession plan.
The I-80 corridor bisects the region into two different distinct areas. There are those
communities who directly live on the corridor and those who are located in rural Nebraska.
WCNDD will work with communities living along the corridor to evaluate their opportunities
within the transportation industry as well as the possibility of warehousing along the corridor.
The region is perfectly suited to warehousing due to the low cost of storage as well as in
locale; it is 24 hours to each coast from the region.
As identified earlier, internet resource information is in abundance only in certain areas
across the state and when reachable is easily accessible through web browser. Therefore, it
will be important that each community has available advanced high capacity
communications networks. Nebraska continues to be proactive in this area with a dedicated
Nebraska Broadband Initiative. Also, the United States Department of Agriculture Rural
Development has been vital in providing funding for service provides to increase the
networks available for rural Nebraska.
For those who have availability, there are several web sites that can be utilized as resource
information for economic development within the region. Those sites are hosted by the
Department of Economic Development, Workforce Development, Nebraska Public Power,
Nebraska Economic Developers Association as well as economic development groups
organized in various communities. It will be important to make available web resource
information to communities’ region-wide.
The CEDS Plan of Action will utilize not only funding made available through the Economic
Development Administration but through funds obtained through the Nebraska Investment
Finance Authority, Small Business Administration, and the Nebraska Department of
Economic Development. WCNDD provides a high degree of technical assistance and
expertise to their current borrower base as well as will provide technical assistance and
loans to new customers within the region through their lending programs.
Protection of the environment has become a larger issue in Nebraska due to the proposed
Keystone pipeline. Water is the key resource in Nebraska and without it the ability to be the
leader in Agriculture would be greatly diminished. WCNDD will continue to provide
information and references to resources so community leaders can make informed
decisions.
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The WCNDD will continue to offer a Nuisance Abatement Program, and will collaborate with
local community legal counsel to establish proper ordinances for the delivery of the program.
This is a start to a process of cleaning up communities for future economic development
growth within their boundaries.
WCNDD will encourage communities to participate in housing market studies to determine
the numbers of safe, sanitary and affordable housing within their communities as well as the
need for future housing development. Communities will be encouraged to utilize the
Nebraska Investment Finance Authority as well as the Department of Economic
Development to help fund the studies.
The physical development of infrastructure for community development is the responsibility
of the local government. This requires leadership and proper planning for future
development. WCNDD will continue to assist in this area including seeking financial
resources that can be accomplished locally or through state and/or federal programs.
2019-2024 Action/Implementation Plan is provided as a stand alone matrix.
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CHAPTER 7:
DISASTER AND
ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND RESILIENCY
Summary
Each county in the State is responsible for developing a Local Emergency Operating Plan
(LEOP) specific to their county and communities located within their municipal boundaries,
and to employ an Emergency Manager who has received specialized training in coordinating
disaster and emergency services when called upon to do so. This plan contains the
strategies necessary to provide overall resiliency to stabilize and support the region in the
event of a disaster. These processes are standardized for Nebraska and can be found at
https://nema.nebraska.gov/sites/nema.nebraska.gov/files/doc/standard-leop.pdf.
The
full
State
Emergency
Operations
http://www.nema.ne.gov/pdf/nebraska-seop.pdf

Plan

(SEOP)

is

available

at:

The full Hazard Mitigation Plan is available at: http://www.nema.ne.gov/pdf/hazmitplan.pdf
The Nebraska Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) is charged by state statute to
reduce the vulnerabilities of the people and communities of Nebraska from the damage,
injury and loss of life and property resulting from natural, technological, or man-made
disasters and emergencies.
The Nebraska Emergency Management Agency has developed a framework of emergency
planning and management, as follows:
The State Emergency Operations Plan (SEOP) establishes the policies, plans, guidelines
and procedures that will allow agencies with emergency planning, response, recovery or
mitigation responsibilities to function effectively when disaster strikes. This Plan is compliant
and consistent with Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD) 5 and Presidential
Policy Directive (PPD) 8. The state, and the agencies involved, will operate within the
principles of the National Incident Management System (NIMS) in support of the National
Response Plan and the National Response Framework.
A LEOP establishes the standardized policies, plans, guidelines and procedures that will
allow all our emergency resources, governmental and non-governmental, to collectively
manage and coordinate the preparation, prevention, response, recovery and mitigation
functions effectively and in a consistent manner, as a team, when disaster strikes. In content
and in format, the LEOP is consistent with the National Incident Management System
(NIMS) and with the current nationwide concept embodied in the Integrated Emergency
Management System OEMS).
The mission of the Emergency Manager is to create a community organization to reduce
vulnerability to hazards and cope with disasters. This can be done by coordinating and
integrating all activities necessary to build, sustain, and improve the capability to alleviate
against, prepare for, respond to and recover from threatened or actual natural disaster, acts
of terrorism or other human caused disasters.
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The Nebraska Emergency Management Agency has developed a framework for the State
and Local Governments to develop "basic emergency operation plans", which provide
guidance in preparing for and managing a disaster event. These emergency plans and
management procedures are reviewed, updated, and disseminated to numerous agencies
and entities that are involved in the Planning process, and may be called upon to provide
assistance during a Disaster event.
These Emergency Operations Plans and Manuals provide detailed guidance and an
inventory of available resources that assist the Emergency Manager and others responding
to the disaster/emergency to reduce the response to the disaster and service to the citizens
of the community affected by the disaster.
All-hazard disaster planning involves being prepared for any emergency or disaster that can
come your way. Not being prepared may put your community at risk and potentially allow a
minor emergency to wreak havoc on the capability of your local government to continue
operations and provide services. COOP planning facilitates the performance of
governmental departments or jurisdiction essential functions during emergencies or disasters
and allows for the efficient, effective and economical resumption of services.
Pre-disaster planning activities, conducted by the State and Local government, have
identified the communication chain required as a result of a Disaster, and written LEOP's
include a section devoted to "Communication" as part of their pre-disaster plan. This
Communications section includes a local Communications Capabilities Listing, Nebraska
Emergency Management Warning Network and contacts, Emergency Alert Systems
Operational Areas, National Weather Service Areas and Primary Contacts, and the National
Warming System.
Effective plans and procedures already in place, WCNDD's role is to have the proper
required state Interlocal Agreements in place with our communities to be able to step in and
provide services if funding flows through our agency in the event of a disaster. WCNDD is
not a front line contact agency, but will provide recovery assistance with available financial
resources post disaster, as they are available. We have provided housing assistance in the
past after a disaster. WCNDD will contact County Emergency Managers and provide contact
information and request to be included as part of their LEOP with updates.
Steady-State Economic Resilience—West Central Nebraska Development District‘s goals
are to work with communities to develop steady-state economic resilient programs which will
help to bolster the economic feasibility of the region, which will help lead to economic
resilience. Programs and activities that may boost the economic resilience of the region
include:









Retaining and recruiting talent in the region.
Assisting communities in providing safe, affordable, quality housing.
Assisting communities in long-range planning and infrastructure improvements.
Enhancing educational programs and improve availability of skilled workforce in the region.
Improving wages and workforce opportunities.
Developing succession opportunities to retain businesses that serve the community.
Attracting young professionals to live and work in Central Nebraska communities.
Increasing student populations for existing schools and each community’s future.
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